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Doing physics 
with gravitational waves

Tests of General Relativity

Gravitational wave astrophysics
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Testing General Relativity (GR)

PSR J0737-3039
most relativistic binary pulsar known today:

orbital velocity v/c ~ 2 x 10-3

GW150914 and GW151226
large velocity, highly dynamical, strong field regime of gravity

v/c ~ 0.5

Two neutron stars
Period 2 hours
Distance ~106 km

Two black holes
“Period” ~ 0.01 s
“Distance” ~100 km
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Testing GR: check waveform consistency

Check residuals after subtraction of best-fit waveform
→ GR-violations in GW150914 < 4%

Check of waveform internal consistency

inspiral post-inspiral
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Testing GR: estimate bound on graviton mass

Shape of the measured waveform → bound on graviton mass

(90% CL)

graviton mass ≠ 0    →   space-time is dispersive for gravitational waves
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Testing GR: search for GR deviations

→ No evidence for deviation from General Relativity in waveform

10

FIG. 6. Posterior density distributionsand90% credible intervals for relativedeviationsdp̂i in thePN parameters pi, aswell as intermediate
parameters bi and merger-ringdown parameters ai. The top panel is for GW150914 by itself and the middle one for GW151226 by itself,
while thebottompanel showscombined posteriors fromGW150914 and GW151226. While theposteriors for deviations in PN coefficients
fromGW150914 show largeoffsets, theones fromGW151226 arewell-centered on zero aswell as being moretight, causing thecombined
posteriors tosimilarly improveover thoseof GW150914 alone. For deviations inthebi, thecombinedposteriors improveover thoseof either
event individually. For the ai, the joint posteriors are mostly set by the posteriors from GW150914, whose merger-ringdown occurred at
frequencieswherethedetectorsarethemostsensitive.

up to 3.5PN. Since the source of GW151226 merged at
⇠ 450 Hz, the signal provides the opportunity to probe the
PN inspiral with many more waveform cycles, albeit at rel-
atively low SNR. Especially in this regime, it allows us to
tighten further our boundsonviolations of general relativity.

As in [41], to analyze GW151226 westart fromthe IMR-
Phenomwaveformmodel of [35–37] which is capableof de-
scribing inspiral, merger, and ringdown, and partly accounts
for spin precession. The phase of this waveform is charac-
terizedbyphenomenological coefficients{pi}, which include
PN coefficients as well as coefficients describing merger and
ringdown. Thelatter wereobtained by calibrating against nu-

merical waveforms and tend to multiply specific powers of
f, andtheycharacterize thegravitational-waveamplitudeand
phasein different stages of thecoalescence process. Wethen
allow for possible departures fromgeneral relativity, param-
eterized by a set of testing coefficients dp̂i, which take the
formof fractional deviations in the pi [135, 136]. Thus, we
replace pi! (1+dp̂i)pi and let oneor moreof thedp̂i vary
freely in addition to the source parameters that also appear
in pure general relativity waveforms, using the general rel-
ativity expressions in terms of masses and spins for the pi
themselves. Our testing coefficients are those in Table I of

Binary system  →  Newton case + post-newtonian corrections

Fit waveform letting free the post-newtonian correction factors
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Astrophysical implications:
intermediate mass black holes

Relatively heavy stellar-mass black holes exist (>25 M
⨀

)

Formation of such black holes needs
Weak massive-star winds
Low metallicity environment
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Astrophysical implications:
formation of binary black holes

GW discoveries → Binary black holes form in nature
not enough spin information to choose between both formation scenario yet

Isolated star binaries?

Dynamical capture in dense star clusters?

Probably 
aligned-spins

Probably 
not aligned-spins
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Astrophysical implications:
rate of binary black hole mergers

Electromagnetic observations 
+ population modelling:
R ~ 0.1 to 300 Gpc-3.yr-1

LIGO-Virgo rate upper limits in 2011
R < 140 Gpc-3.yr-1 for GW150914 parameters

Counting signals in 
experiments

→ very low statistics

Estimating sensitivity to 
population of sources

→ depends on hardly known 
mass distribution

  R ~ 2 to 400 Gpc-3.yr-1

Increase in space-time volume 
relative to first 16 days of O1 run
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BBH merge within the age of the Universe at detectable rate
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Other searches, and more data to come

Binary neutron stars
Neutron star-black  hole binaries
Intermediate mass black holes Cosmic strings

Generic transients
GW's from GRBs...

Rotating non axisymmetric neutron stars Stochastic GW background

4 months of O1 data under analysis
A lot of different searches on-going...
Second observation run to start next Fall
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A lot of gravitational fun in front of us!
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The first direct detection of 
gravitational waves (GW)

14 Sept 2015, 9h50m45s UTC

Seen in 2 LIGO detectors
with arrival time delay of 7 ms

Signal seen from 30 Hz:
duration                ~200 ms
number of cycles  ~10

Peak GW strain: 1x10-21

frequency 150 Hz (λ ~ 2000 km)

Signal-to-noise ratio: 24
False alarm rate: <1 in 200,000 years

GW150914

2 detectors in the 
United-States
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First observation of 
a binary black hole (BH)  merger

Distance  ~1.3x109 light-years  (z~0.1)

Initial black holes (total mass ~65 M
⨀

)
~36 M

⨀
  and  29 M

⨀
 

peak speed of BH's: ~0.6 c

Remnant black hole 
mass     ~62 M

⨀
 

spin      ~70% of maximum
horizon ~ 180 km

Energy radiated into GW (in 200 ms): 3 M
⨀

 

GW150914
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